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Executive Summary
This Heritage Impact Assessment (HIA) has been prepared on behalf
of Primaris Management Inc. for the property municipally known as
145 Wellington Street West (the ‘Development Site’) to assess the
impact of a proposed development on adjacent recognized heritage
properties.
The Development Site is located within the boundaries of the Union
Station Heritage Conservation District (HCD)and is identified as a
‘non-contributing’ property within the Union Station HCD Plan. 145
Wellington Street West is not listed on the City of Toronto Heritage
Register, nor is it designated under Part IV of the Ontario Heritage
Act (OHA). The Development Site is considered adjacent to a Part
IV designated heritage property at 60 Simcoe Street (Roy Thomson
Hall), and a ‘contributing’ property within the Union Station HCD at
156 Front Street West.
The Development Site currently contains a 13-storey office building
constructed in 1987. The development proposal, as shown in the
drawings prepared by Turner Fleischer Architects dated August
2019, removes and replaces the existing building with a multi-storey,
mixed-use tower containing commercial and residential uses.
The proposed development incorporates a number of design
measures intended to mitigate impact on adjacent recognized heritage
properties, within and adjacent to the Union Station HCD. These
mitigation measures, outlined in Section 8.0 of this report, ensure that
the proposed development conserves the described cultural heritage
value of the adjacent Part IV property at 60 Simcoe Street, and the
contributing property at 156 Front Street West. Further, the proposal
is found to conform with provincial policy directives, Official Plan
heritage policies, and the objectives of the Union Station HCD Plan.
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1

introduction
1.1 Scope of the Report
ERA was retained by Primaris Management Inc. as the heritage
consultant for the proposed redevelopment of 145 Wellington Street
West. This report considers the impact of the proposed development
on recognized heritage resources adjacent to the Development Site.
The purpose of an HIA, according to the Heritage Impact Assessment
Terms of Reference for the City of Toronto, is to evaluate the proposed
development in relation to cultural heritage resources and recommend
an overall approach to the conservation of the heritage value of
these resources.

1.2 Present Contact
Matthew Kingston
Primaris Management Inc.
1 Adelaide Street East, Suite 900
P.O. Box 194, Toronto, Ontario M5C 2V9
647.258.3666
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1.

2

Aerial image showing the location of the Development Site in red (Source: Google Maps, annotated by ERA Architects)
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1.3 Site Location and Description
The Development Site is located at the southeast corner of Wellington
Street West and Simcoe Street. The property is bound by a laneway
and 12-storey mixed-use property to the east, an approved 46-storey
mixed-use building to the south (currently under construction), Simcoe
Street to the west, and Wellington Street West to the north.
The surrounding area is characterized by large scale office complexes
(e.g. the Toronto-Dominion Centre) and multi-storey, residential
buildings with commercial space at-grade. Roy Thomson Hall and
David Pecault Square are adjacent and nearby to the Development
Site, respectively, and differ from surrounding built-form in both
scale and use.
See Section 1.5 for photo-documentation of the Development site.

1.4 Development Context
The Development Site is adjacent to an approved, 46-storey mixed-use
development for the lands municipally known as 156-174 Front St
West and 43-51 Simcoe Street (‘160 Front Street West’).
By-law No. 1027-201, amending former City of Toronto Zoning By-law
No. 438-86, was adopted by Toronto City Council in August 2014. The
amending by-law permits a maximum non-residential gross floor
area of 127,120 square metres.
156 Front Street West, a municipally recognized heritage property,
will be incorporated into the base of the new building. The south
(primary) elevation of the heritage building will be partially retained
in situ, and partially panelized, dismantled and rebuilt, while portions
of the east and west return walls will be dismantled and rebuilt.
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1.5 Site and Context Photographs
All images credited to ERA Architects c2019

145 Wellington Street West

2.

North (left) and west (right) elevations of 145 Wellington Street West.

3.

South elevation of 145 Wellington Street West (background), and 160 Front Street West (foreground).
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4.

North elevation of 145 Wellington Street West. The building’s east elevation, partially visible to the left, is largely
obscured by the adjacent office building at 40 University Avenue.
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Built Form Context

5.

South and partial west elevation of 156 Front Street West. The Part V designated property will be partially 		
retained and incorporated into the base of the approved 45-storey building at 160 Front Street West.

6.

The south elevation of the adjacent Part IV designated property at 60 Simcoe Street (Roy Thomson Hall).
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8.

Looking east from the Development Site along Wellington Street West.

7.

Looking west from near the Development Site along Wellington Street West.
Issued: 20 August 2019
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1.6 Heritage Context
On-Site Heritage Resources

Provincial Policy Statement, 2014

The Development Site is neither listed on the City of Toronto Heritage
Register, nor designated under Part IV of the OHA.

Adjacent: for the purposes of policy 2.6.3,
those lands contiguous to a protected
heritage property or as otherwise defined
in the municipal official plan.

The Development site is located within the boundaries of the Union
Station Heritage Conservation District (HCD), and is identified as a
‘non-contributing property’ within the associated HCD Plan (adopted
by City Council on July 27, 2006 and enacted by By-law No. 634-2006).

Adjacent Heritage Resources
The Development Site is considered adjacent, as defined in Chapter
3.1.5 of the City of Toronto Official Plan, to the following municipally
recognized heritage properties:
•

60 Simcoe Street: Roy Thomson Hall, 1982; Arthur Erickson
in association with Mathers and Haldenby, architects; Eastern
Construction, contractors - adopted by City Council on January
13 and 17, 1992 Designation By-law enacted by City Council on
July 26, 2001 (see By-law No. 689-2001).

156 Front Street West, located adjacent to the Development Site,
is identified as ‘contributing’ within the Union Station HCD Plan.
The property forms part of the approved, multi-storey mixed-use
development at 160 Front Street West, and will be partially retained
and incorporated into the podium of the new building. Heritage
Easement Agreement registered as Instrument No. AT5040049 on
December 20, 2018.

City of Toronto Official Plan, Chapter
3.1.5 (City of Toronto By-law No. 4682013):
Adjacent: means those lands adjoining a
property on the Heritage Register or lands
that are directly across from and near to
a property on the Heritage Register and
separated by land used as a private or
public road, highway, street, lane, trail,
right-of-way, walkway, green space, park
and/or easement, or an intersection of any
of these; whose location has the potential
to have an impact on a property on the
heritage register; or as otherwise defined
in a Heritage Conservation District Plan
adopted by by-law.
Union Station HCD Plan
Contributing: Properties which contribute
to the character of the Precinct and/or are
historically, architecturally or culturally
significant.
Non-contributing: Properties which
do not contribute to the character of
the Precinct and/or are not historically,
architecturally or culturally significant.

Development Site
Adjacent Part IV designated 		
properties
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background research and analysis
The following summarizes historical research and analysis of the
Development site done in preparation for this report.

2.1 Historical Context
Pre-European Contact
The Development Site is located on the traditional territory of the
Wendat (Huron), the Anishinabeg, Haudenosaunee, Metis, and the
Mississaugas of the New Credit First Nation.
Archaeological evidence suggests that the Wendat (Huron) occupied
and cultivated portions of the land that would become Toronto as
early as the 15th century. European contact, the fur trade and disease
initiated the displacement of the Wendat (Huron) in the 17th century,
whereupon the Haudenosaunee occupied the territory.
The territory is the subject of the Dish with One Spoon Wampum Belt
Covenant, an agreement between the Haudenosaunee Confederacy
and the Anishinabeg and allied nations to peaceably share and care
for the resources around the Great Lakes.
Early European Settlement
In 1787, British Loyalists negotiated the first Toronto Purchase from
the Mississaugas of the New Credit, purchasing over 250,000 acres of
land for small amounts of money and supplies, including gunflints,
rifles, mirrors, and European clothing. In 1805, the 1787 Purchase
was revised and the two documents were amalgamated as Crown
Treaty Number 13.
The British moved quickly to survey these newly acquired lands
for the purposes of establishing their own settlement. In 1793, the
Town of York was established as the capital of the Province of Upper
Canada. The original Town – now known as “Old Town” - was laid out
as a compact 10-block gridiron bounded by Front, George, Duke, and
Berkeley streets. In 1794, construction began on the first Legislature
of Upper Canada; two simple military barracks near Front Street East
and Parliament Street, named the Palace of Parliament.
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In 1797, 5 years after the establishment of the Town of York, government
administrator Peter Russell created a “New Town” extension of the
original town, extending west from Jarvis Street to the ordnance
boundary of Fort York’s 1000-yard firing range. The new western
boundary was named Peter Street by Russell, after himself.
Within this new extension of York, John Elmsley, the first resident Chief
Justice of Upper Canada, built a large estate on the block bounded by
King Street, Simcoe Street, Wellington Street West and John Street. In
1813, the provincial government purchased the Elmsley property for use
as the Government House, the residence of the Lieutenant-Governor.
Following the battle of York in 1813, in which American forces burned
down the original Palace of Parliament, a new pair of Georgian-styled
Parliament Buildings were constructed at Simcoe Place, directly south
of the Government House and west of the Development Site. These
structures were destroyed by an accidental fire in 1824, prompting
the House of Assembly to meet at the York General Hospital at King
Street West and John Street (see Figure 12). By 1832, the Parliament
Buildings were reconstructed at Simcoe Place.
Establishment of the Urban Core
With the construction of Upper Canada College on the northwest
corner of King and Simcoe Streets in 1831, a pattern of institutional
buildings and uses was established within the southern portion of
New Town. Front Street West, with its unobstructed views of Lake
Ontario, became the residential street of choice for Toronto’s fledgling
aristocracy.
In 1841, Upper Canada was absorbed into the Province of Canada, and
its capital began rotating between various locations. The Parliament
Buildings, to the west of the Development Site, served as the seat
of government for the new province between 1849 -1859. Following
Confederation in 1867, the Parliament Buildings became the home of
the Ontario Legislature until the completion of the existing Legislature
Building at Queen’s Park in 1893.
Beginning in the 1850s, the lake south of Front Street was in-filled to
accommodate the construction of railway lines and industrial uses.
The Esplanade, a 30m-wide embankment into the harbour, was
completed in 1856, creating developable land to the south of Front
Street West.
10
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By 1858, the Grand Trunk Railway (GTR) constructed the first Union
Station; a series of wooden structures on the south side of Front
Street West, between Simcoe Street and York Street, shared with
the Northern Railway of Canada and the Great Western Railway. The
newly created land was occupied by rail lines and switching yards, with
industrial warehouses and manufacturers located at their periphery.
Railway Expansion and Industrial Growth
By the 1870s, the original Union Station struggled to accommodate
the city’s growing industrial capacity and population. As a result, the
GTR constructed a new, larger Union Station on the same site in 1873.
Designed by Thomas Seaton Scott in the Italianate/Second-Empire
style, the new Union Station was the largest and most opulent railway
station in Canada at the time.
As the GTR absorbed several smaller railways serving Toronto,
passenger trains were increasingly consolidated at Union Station.
By 1884, with the arrival of the Canadian Pacific Railway, traffic at
the station surpassed sixty trains a day. The station was expanded
north towards Front Street in 1892, with an arcade extending over
Station Street connecting the new section to the old.
Increases in passenger attracted hotels, taverns and shops to the
blocks near Union Station, including the Avondale Hotel on the
Development Site. As the industrial presence surrounding Union
Station increased, administrative and institutional functions, and their
associated residences, were relocated to the city’s rapidly expanding
northern fringe.
By 1903, the Grand Trunk Railway purchased the parcel formerly
housing the Parliament Buildings for further expansion of the GTR
freight yards. In addition, the parcel containing Upper Canada College
was subdivided and redeveloped for industrial uses (see Figure 13).
Following the Great Fire of 1904 that engulfed the area bound by Melinda
Street to the north, the Esplanade to the south, Yonge Street to the
east and the west side of Bay Street, many industrial uses relocated in
the vicinity of the GTR yards, further intensifying the area’s industrial
character. Shortly afterwards, the Canadian Pacific Railway purchased
the Government House lands, demolishing the Government House in
1912 and replacing it with a CPR Express Building and freight yards.
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Auto-Oriented Development
By the late 1920s, with a growing population and increased car
ownership, downtown traffic congestion had become a significant
issue in the city. With a pressing need to increase the number of
thoroughfares through the city core, University Avenue was selected
for expansion south of its then-terminus at Queen Street. In 1928, the
Advisory City Planning Commission recommend University Avenue
be continued south to Richmond Street, then extended in a southeasterly direction, terminating at Front Street, opposite the new
Union Station.
To mask the shift in alignment at Richmond Street, the Commission
suggested the construction of a monumental traffic circle around
a vast memorial to Canada’s fallen service members (see Figure 9),
naming the project Vimy Circle. In addition, Vimy Circle would have
incorporated an axial road, running south-easterly from the circle to
merge with Wellington Street at Spadina Avenue.

9.

1929 Vimy Circle Plan (Source:
City of Toronto Archives)

Although the expansion and realignment of University Avenue south of
Queen Street was completed in 1931, the stock market crash of 1929,
and ensuing Great Depression of the 1930s, saw the remainder of the
Vimy Circle plan shelved. Development in the area was further limited
through the interwar period, largely due to material and financial
constraints brought about by the Second World War (WWII).
Post-War Redevelopment
Following WWII, industrial uses, rail and shipping activity declined
throughout the inner-city, and the area was steadily rehabilitated
for a range of cultural, institutional and office uses. In addition,
several changes in land use were linked to the growing prevalence
of auto-ownership.
In 1962, University Avenue was extended further south, to connect to
the newly-constructed, elevated portion of the Gardiner Expressway.
Around this time, King Street West began to develop as a hub of cultural
activity, largely driven by Ed Mirvish’s investment in the Royal Alexandra
Theatre and several nearby restaurants. From the mid-1960s onward,
as cultural and office uses increased, portions of the GTR lands were
redeveloped into surface parking lots to serve these emerging uses.

12
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Although several financial institutions had established themselves to
the east of the Development Site through the late-19th and early-20th
centuries, the second half of the 20th-century saw an intensification
of financial services and the birth of Toronto’s present-day Financial
District. By the mid-1970s, Canada’s ‘Big Five’ banking institutions,
comprised of CIBC, RBC, BMO, TD and Scotiabank, had all constructed
large head offices within the area bound by University Avenue to the
west, Yonge Street to the east, Queen Street tot the north, and Front
Street to the south.
By the early 1970s, the CPR declared their Express Building and freight
yards (formerly the Government House lands) as surplus. As part
of the planned redevelopment of the block Marathon Realty, the
development division of the CPR, offered the site to the City for the
construction of a new concert hall. Roy Thomson Hall was opened
in 1982, beginning the area’s transition into one of the city’s cultural
hubs; the Entertainment District.
Through the late-20th and early-21st centuries, development in the
area intensified, as former surface parking lots were redeveloped
for multi-storey towers containing residential and commercial uses.
Cultural and institutional uses also continued to locate in the area,
with the completion of the CBC Centre in 1992, the Princess of Wales
Theatre in 1993, and Canada’s Walk of Fame in 1998.
Development in the Entertainment District has further intensified in
recent years, with the adaptive reuse and redevelopment of former
industrial buildings for residential and hotel uses, and the construction
of numerous mixed-use developments.

2.2 Site History
Following the establishment and expansion of the Town of York, the
Development Site was located at the northwest corner of Bishop
John Strachan’s estate, which stretched from Front Street north to
Market Street (now Wellington Street West), and from York Street
west to Graves Street (now Simcoe Street). Strachan constructed a
large house to the south of the Development Site in 1817-18, which
remained until its demolition around 1943.
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Following the in-filling of Lake Ontario south of Front Street and the
construction of rail infrastructure in the mid-19th century, the Strachan
estate was subdivided and sold for redevelopment.
A review of archival mapping and city directories indicates the parcel
containing the Development Site was initially developed in 1883, with
the construction of the Continental Hotel (owned by F. J. O’Hara) at
the corner of Simcoe Street and Wellington Street (57-59 Simcoe
Street). The hotel was renamed the Avondale Hotel in 1894, changing
names again to the Grand Central Hotel in 1902.
City directories indicate the development of industrial uses at 145
Wellington Street West (at the northeast corner of the Development
Site) generally corresponds with the relocation of many of the city’s
industrial functions westward, following the Great Fire in 1904. By
1913, several industrial and manufacturing uses were located on the
Development Site in addition to the Grand Central Hotel, including,
a button manufacturer, surgical instruments manufacturer, and
publisher.
The 1925 City Directory indicates that 145 Wellington Street West
was named the Cobalt Building, although it remained occupied by
industrial manufacturers. The building renamed in 1934, becoming
the Stevens Building, although it too remained occupied by industrial
manufacturers.
In 1927, the Grand Central Hotel at 57 Simcoe Street was renamed
the Continental Hotel. City directories indicate the Continental Hotel
was in operation until 1934, after which the building was removed
and replaced by a surface parking lot. Aerial photographs show that
the surface parking lot remained until the mid-1980s.
A review of aerial photographs and City Directories indicate that the
Stevens Building at 145 Wellington Street remained in operation until
the 1970s. By 1976, the building was removed and the whole of the
Development Site was used as a surface parking.
The existing building on the Development Site was completed in
1987, infilling the surface parking lots that had been in use through
the 20th-century.

14
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Site Evolution
12. 1827 J. G. Chewett Map of the
Town of York, West Canada,
showing the approximate
location of the Development
Site in pink; note the House of
Assembly Public Offices to the
southwest of the Development
Site. (Source: City of Toronto
Archives, annotated by ERA
Architects).

10. 1842 Cane Map, with the
approximate location of the
Development Site in pink.
(Source: City of Toronto Archives,
annotated by ERA Architects)

11. 1884 Goads Fire Insurance
Plan showing the approximate
location of the Development
Site in pink; note the renaming
of Market Street to Wellington
Street West, in addition to the
development to the east and
west of the Development Site,
along Wellington Street West.
Infill of Lake Ontario for industrial
uses can be seen to the south
of Front Street. (Source: City of
Toronto Archive, annotated by
ERA architects).
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Site Evolution
13. 1903 Goads Fire Insurance
Plan showing the approximate
location of the Development
Site outlined in pink; note the
redevelopment of the Ontario
Government buildings to Grand
Trunk freight yards, to the
west of the Development Site.
(Source: City of Toronto Archive,
annotated by ERA architects).

14. 1924 Goads Fire Insurance
Plan showing the approximate
location of the Development
Site outlined in pink; note the
presence of 145 Wellington Street
West at the eastern edge of the
parcel, as well as the expansion
of the Grand Trunk freight yards
to the north side of Wellington
Street West. (Source: City of
Toronto Archive, annotated by
ERA architects).

15. 1947 aerial photograph with the
Development Site outlined in
pink. Note the realignment of
University Avenue to the east of
the Development Site. (Source:
City of Toronto Archive, annotated by ERA architects).
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Site Evolution
16. 1957 aerial photograph with
the Development Site outlined
in pink. (Source: City of Toronto
Archive, annotated by ERA architects).

17. 1967 aerial photograph with the
Development Site outlined in
pink. Note the redevelopment
of the parcel to the south of the
Development Site, and portions
of the Grand Trunk freight yard to
the west, to surface parking lots.
(Source: City of Toronto Archive,
annotated by ERA architects).

18. 1977 aerial photograph with the
Development Site outlined in
pink. Note the removal of 145
Wellington Street West and the
redevelopment of the Grand
Trunk freight yards to surface
parking, to the west of the
Development Site. (Source: City
of Toronto Archive, annotated by
ERA architects).
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Site Evolution
19. 1987 aerial photograph with
the Development Site outlined
in pink; note the construction
of the existing building on the
Development Site, in addition
to the construction of Roy
Thomson Hall, to the northwest.
(Source: City of Toronto Archive,
annotated by ERA architects).

20. 1992 aerial photograph with
the Development Site outlined
in pink. Note the demolition of
the building to the south of the
Development Site for surface
parking (Source: City of Toronto
Archive, annotated by ERA
architects).

21. 2015 satellite view with the
Development Site outlined in
pink. Note the redevelopment
of the surface parking lots to the
west of the Development Site.
(Source: City of Toronto Archive,
annotated by ERA architects).
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2.3

Design

The Development Site currently contains a 13-storey office building.
The building is rectangular in plan with a series of projecting bays
running nearly the full height of each elevation. Materials consist
primarily of green, reflective glazing, with small portions of both
transparent glazing and granite panelling at grade.

2.4

Architect

Online resources consulted indicate 145 Wellington Street West was
designed by E.I. Richmond, Architect. The firm remains active as
Richmond Architects Ltd.
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3

Assessment of existing condition			
As the Development site does not contain any recognized heritage
properties, no condition assessment has been conducted for this
report.
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Heritage Policy review
The following were among the sources reviewed in preparing this HIA:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Parks Canada Standards and Guidelines for the Conservation
of Historic Places in Canada;
The Province of Ontario’s 2014 Provincial Policy Statement for
Regulation of Development and Land Use;
The Ontario Heritage Act (R.S.O. 1990);
A Place to Grow: Growth Plan for the Greater Golden
Horseshoe (2019);
City of Toronto Official Plan Chapter 3.1.5 (Consolidated June
2015);
TOCore (Official Plan Amendment 406) as approved by the
Minister of Municipal Affairs and Housing;
Union Station HCD Plan (2006);
Heritage Impact Assessment Terms of Reference, City of
Toronto (see Appendix A); and,
City of Toronto Heritage Register.

4.1 Review of Key Heritage Policy
Provincial Policy Statement (PPS) (2014)
Section 1.7.1 of the PPS addresses cultural heritage, stating that longterm economic prosperity should be supported by:
Encouraging a sense of place, by promoting well-designed built
form and cultural planning, and by conserving features that help
define character, including built heritage resources and cultural
heritage landscapes;
Section 2.6 provides further direction regarding cultural heritage
resources. Policy 2.6.1 states:
Significant built heritage resources and significant cultural heritage
landscapes shall be conserved.
Further, policy 2.6.3 states:
Planning authorities shall not permit development and site
alteration on adjacent lands to protected heritage property
except where the proposed development and site alteration has
been evaluated and it has been demonstrated that the heritage
attributes of the protected heritage property will be conserved.
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A Place to Grow: Growth Plan for the Greater Golden
Horseshoe (2019)
A Place to Grow is the Ontario government’s initiative to plan for
growth and development in a way that supports economic prosperity,
protects the environment, and helps communities achieve a high
quality of life.
Section 4.2.7 of the Growth Plan addresses cultural heritage, and states:
Cultural heritage resources will be conserved in order to foster a
sense of place and benefit communities, particularly in strategic
growth areas.

City of Toronto Official Plan
Chapter 3.1.5 of the City of Toronto Official Plan (consolidated June
2015) contains policies relating to development on or adjacent to
heritage properties. Policy 5 states:
Proposed alterations, development, and/or public works on or
adjacent to, a property on the Heritage Register will ensure that
the integrity of the heritage property’s cultural heritage value
and attributes will be retained, prior to work commencing on the
property and to the satisfaction of the City. Where a Heritage Impact
Assessment is required in Schedule 3 of the Official Plan, it will
describe and assess the potential impacts and mitigation strategies
for the proposed alteration, development or public work.
Policies 22-25 of OP Chapter 3.1.5 specifically relate to Heritage Impact
Assessments. Policy 23 states:
A Heritage Impact Assessment will evaluate the impact of a proposed
alteration to a property on the Heritage Register, and/or to properties
adjacent to a property on the Heritage Register, to the satisfaction
of the City.
Policy 26 states:
New construction on, or adjacent to, a property on the Heritage
Register will be designed to conserve the cultural heritage values,
attributes and character of that property and to mitigate visual
and physical impact on it.
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Regarding development within an Heritage Conservation District,
Policy 32 states:
Impacts of site alterations, developments, municipal improvements,
and/or public works within or adjacent to Heritage Conservation
Districts will be assessed to ensure that the integrity of the districts’
heritage values, attributes, and character are conserved.

TOcore (OPA 406) Minister Approved
TOcore is a 25-year plan for Toronto’s Downtown which provides detailed
direction on the appropriate scale and location of future growth. City
Council adopted the Downtown Plan Official Plan Amendment (OPA
406) on July 27, 2018. OPA 406 includes amendments to Section 2.2.1
and Map 6 of the OP, and a new Secondary Plan for Downtown.
OPA 406 was submitted to the Ministry of Municipal Affairs and Housing
for review and approval pursuant to Section 26 of the Planning Act,
and received Ministerial approval, with significant modifications, on
June 5, 2019.
The Downtown Plan recognizes the continued growth of different
scales and types of buildings. Section 9 provides direction on built
form:
Policy 9.1.4 states:
Development will be encouraged to demonstrate a high standard of
heritage conservation.
Policy 9.11 states:
Development on sites that include or are adjacent to properties on
the Heritage Register will include base buildings that are compatible
with the streetwall height, articulation, proportion, materiality and
alignment thereof.
The Downtown Plan provides direction on transition between areas
and buildings of different scales. Policy 9.25.3 states:
Development may be required to incorporate transition in scale to
achieve built form compatibility when it is adjacent to a property
designated under Part IV of the OHA or a Heritage Conservation District.
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Union Station HCD
Toronto City Council designated the Union Station HCD under Part
V of the OHA, and adopted the Union Station HCD Plan on July 25,
26 & 27, 2006 (see ‘Schedule A’ of Designation By-Law No. 634-2006).
Section 4.0 of the HCD Plan contains the Objectives for the District,
and states:
Union Station occupies a central position in Toronto’s urban
landscape. Located between Toronto’s Financial District,
Entertainment District, historic St. Lawrence Neighbourhood
and the post-industrial waterfront, Union Station is sited as a
civic landmark, a transportation gateway and a link between
divergent urban initiatives.
As part of the larger Union Station District Study, it is the objective
of this Heritage Conservation District Plan to define the cultural
heritage value of the area surrounding Union Station and establish
a historical framework to guide the enhancement of the Union
Station District as a place of cultural significance in the city.
It is the goal of this Plan to recognize the cultural value of this
district by balancing the preservation of its architectural integrity
with new and innovative design ideas.
In interpreting historical precedents for the area, this Plan provides
an opportunity to understand new development as part of the
historical evolution of the area and encourages a cohesive and
complementary relationship among defining features.
Section 7.0 of the HCD Plan contains the District’s Statement of Cultural
Heritage Value:
The heritage character of the Union Station District illustrates
several periods of development. The architectural legacies and
development patterns underline the prominence of Union Station
as a node of urban activity.
Since the opening of the station, the district has remained a focus
for pedestrian activity in downtown Toronto. Different phases of
development have resulted in varied streetscapes. These open
space patterns describe the district’s historical relationship to
adjacent downtown districts and its important role as a multimodal
24
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transportation hub. Today the district’s significant public space
provides an opportunity to celebrate its important historical
identity.
A strong Beaux-Arts presence around Union Station creates one
of the most stylistically cohesive areas in the City of Toronto. This
civic-minded architecture speaks strongly to the prominence of
Union Station as a centre of urban activity.
As a transportation hub linked to TTC and the PATH system, Union
Station has catalyzed the development of some of the largest
examples of modern architecture and urban design in the world.
Post-war office towers such as BCE Place and modernist
developments like the CN tower represent a distinct shift in built
form. The John Street Roundhouse and other red brick industrial
buildings are interspersed throughout the district and act as
reminders of an era in which the district played a substantially
different role within the city.
Many architectural eras and styles coexist within the Union Station
Heritage Conservation District. One does not predominate – yet
they are unified in their monumentality.
Section 8.3.3 of the HCD Plan contains guidelines for new construction
within the District. Consideration of the following criteria are
recommended:
•

The new structure respects the general size, shape and
scale of the features associated with adjacent properties
and the district as a whole, as well as directly considering
its relationship with Union Station;

•

The site plan respects the general site characteristics
associated with the property itself and district as a whole;

•

The design respects the general historic and architectural
characteristics associated with the district;

•

The materials chosen are considered in context with those
of adjacent contributing properties and with the district as
a whole; and

•

In the case of additions, critical significant features on existing
buildings are not obscured, damaged or destroyed.
Issued: 20 August 2019
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5

statement of significance
As the Development site is not municipally recognized as a heritage
property, a Statement of Significance has not been prepared by City Staff.
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Cultural Heritage Value Assessment
As part of this report, an assessment of the cultural heritage value of 145 Wellington Street West under
Ontario Regulation 9/06 was undertaken for the purpose of due diligence. The results of the 9/06 evaluation
undertaken by ERA Architects are as follows:

6.1 9/06 Heritage Evaluation: 145 Wellington Street West
1. The property has design value or physical value because it:
i. is a rare, unique, representative, or early example of a style, type, expression, material, or
construction method;
ii. displays a high degree of craftsmanship or artistic merit, or;
iii. demonstrates a high degree of technical or scientific achievement
145 Wellington Street West is a 13-storey commercial office building constructed in 1987. While the
rhythm of the bays, articulation, and use of mirrored glazing are indicative of Post-Modern architecture,
the building’s modest materiality and restrained architectural detailing do not make it a noteworthy
example of this architectural style.
The property does not reflect a high degree of craftsmanship, artistic merit, or technical achievement.
2. The property has historical value or associative value because it:
i. has direct associations with a theme, event, belief, person, activity, organization, or institution
that is significant to a community;
ii. yields, or has the potential to yield information that contributes to an understanding of a community or culture, or;
iii. demonstrates or reflects the work or ideas of an architect, artist, builder, designer, or theorist
who is significant to a community.
A review of City directories indicates that 145 Wellington Street West has been occupied by a variety of
commercial tenants since its construction in 1987. Further historical research into the property, prior
to the construction of the existing building, has not revealed any significant links with a theme, event,
belief, person, activity, organization, or institution that is known to be meaningful to a community.
While the building does yield general information about the growth of the Financial District in the late20th-century, this link is not unique to the existing building and is not considered to be of significant
cultural heritage value.
Online resources indicate the architect of 145 Wellington Street East is E. I. Richmond. While the firm
is still active (as Richmond Architects Ltd.), it is not known to be significant to the community, nor
does the firm feature prominently among the period’s architectural literature, publications or awards.
Issued: 20 August 2019
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3. The property has contextual value because it:
i. is important in defining, maintaining, or supporting the character of an area;
ii. is physically, functionally, visually, or historically linked to its surroundings, or;
iii. is a landmark.
Wellington Street West, between Yonge Street and Clarence Square, is characterized by contemporary
high-rise, mixed-use buildings, with the exception of a pair of mid-20th century buildings to the west
of John Street. While 145 Wellington Street West does support the character of the Financial District
through its scale and use, the building is unremarkable for the area, and is not considered to be
important in defining or maintaining the character of the area.
Like most buildings, 145 Wellington Street West is functionally, visually, and historically linked to its
surroundings. However, these links are not considered to be of significant cultural heritage value.
The property at 145 Wellington Street West is not a landmark.
Summary Statement:
In conclusion, the above assessment for 145 Wellington Street West under Ontario Regulation 9/06
reveals that the property does not possess significant design, historical or contextual value. As such, the
property is not considered to be a significant cultural heritage resource, and does not merit individual
designation under Part IV of the Ontario Heritage Act.
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Description of proposed development
The proposed development, as shown in the conceptual drawings
prepared by Turner Fleischer dated August 2019 and included in
Appendix B, removes and replaces the existing 13-storey building at
the Development Site with a multi-storey, mixed-use tower containing
commercial and residential uses.
As drawn, the proposed development is rectangular in plan and
composed of a multi-storey tower atop a 13-storey base building.
Exterior cladding consists of a mixture of glazing as well as concrete
and metal panelling, the latter of which is applied in a staggered
pattern along the building’s west elevation.
The proposed base building contains at-grade retail uses, as well as
the commercial and residential lobbies. The majority of the building
contains residential uses, with the exception of floors 2-12, which
exclusively contain office uses, and floors 13-14 which contain shared
indoor/outdoor amenity space.
The primary entrance to the office lobby is located at the northwest
corner of the proposed building with frontage onto Simcoe Street
and Wellington Street West. The primary entrance to the residential
lobby is located at the northeast corner of the proposed building with
frontage onto Wellington Street West and the laneway at the eastern
edge of the Development Site. Vehicular access to three levels of
below-grade parking is located along this same laneway.
Further details related to materiality will be provided at the site plan
application (SPA) stage.
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22. Site plan of the proposed development
(Source: Turner Fleischer Architects).
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23. East and north elevations of the proposed
development (Source: Turner Fleischer
Architects).
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24. South and west elevations of the proposed
development (Source: Turner Fleischer
Architects).
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25. Rendering of the proposed development as
seen from Wellington Street West (looking east)
(Source: Turner Fleischer Architects).
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DEVELOPMENT Impact & Mitigation strategies
8.1 Development Impacts
As described in Section 7.0 of this report, the proposed development
removes and replaces the existing 13-storey office building on the
Development Site with a multi-storey, mixed-use building containing
commercial and residential uses. The existing building is identified
as a non-contributing property within the Union Station HCD Plan.
As such, the removal of the existing building has a minimal impact
on the district. For further discussion of the proposed development
in relation to the Union Station HCD, see Section 8.2 of this report.

Adjacent Heritage Resources
While the development proposal will change the surrounding context
of Roy Thomson Hall by replacing the existing 13-storey office
building with a larger mixed-use, multi-storey building, the scale of
the proposed development is in keeping with the evolving character
of Wellington Street West and the Financial District. As such, the
proposed development will have a minimal impact on Roy Thomson
Hall, and will conserve its identified heritage attributes.
Further, the proposed redevelopment will not negatively impact the
cultural heritage value of the adjacent property at 156 Front Street
West, which is identified as a contributing property in the Union
Station HCD Plan, and forms part of the council-approved, 45-storey
mixed-use development at 160 Front Street West.

Shadow Study
ERA Architects has reviewed the shadow study prepared by Turner
Fleischer Architects and find that the new net shadows cast by the
proposed development do not adversely impact the described cultural
heritage value of adjacent recognized heritage properties.
Refer to Appendix B for a copy of the shadow study.

8.2 Mitigation Measures
The proposed development incorporates a number of design
considerations intended to mitigate impact on the cultural heritage
value and attributes of adjacent recognized heritage resources. These
mitigation measures, outlined below, ensure that the proposed
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development conserves the cultural heritage value and attributes of
adjacent properties, and the character of the Union Station HCD more
broadly. These mitigation measures include:
•

The proposed development is composed of interconnected volumes
that relieve its visual weight, mitigating any potential visual impact
on the adjacent heritage property;

•

The proposed building represents a contemporary architectural
addition to the area. Contemporary in its design and materiality, the
proposed development is compatible with, distinguishable from,
and subordinate to adjacent recognized heritage properties; and

•

The proposed development will intensify a site in the downtown core,
thus fulfilling broader provincial policy directives, and mitigating any
minimal impact on adjacent heritage properties.

Recommended Mitigation Measures
As work progresses to the detailed design stage, it is recommended that
selected materials be contemporary in nature and distinguishable from
adjacent recognized heritage fabric.

8.3 Heritage Policy Discussion
Provincial Policy Statement
Consistent with the PPS, the mitigation measures outlined above ensure
that the proposed development conserves significant built heritage
resources adjacent to the Development Site.

A Place to Grow: Growth Plan for the Greater Golden
Horseshoe (2019)
In accordance with the Growth Plan, the mitigation measures outlined
above ensure that the proposed development conserves cultural heritage
resources in order to foster a sense of place and benefit communities
in the Financial and Entertainment Districts.
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Official Plan
This Heritage Impact Assessment has been prepared to evaluate the
impacts of the development proposal on the cultural heritage values and
attributes of adjacent heritage properties, as well as on the character of
the Union Station HCD, and hence fulfills Policies 5, 23, and 32 of Official
Plan Chapter 3.1.5.
In summary, the mitigation measures presented in this report fulfill the
intent of policies found in Official Plan Chapter 3.1.5, by ensuring that the
proposed development conserves the integrity, cultural heritage values,
attributes and character of on-site and adjacent heritage properties,
and by ensuring that visual and physical impacts on these heritage
properties are mitigated (see Ch. 3.1.5 policies 5 & 26). The proposed
development also meets the intent of OP policies with respect to HCDs,
as the proposal conserves the Union Station HCD’s heritage values,
attributes, and character (see Ch. 3.1.5 Policy 32).

TOcore (OPA 406)
The mitigation measures presented in this report fulfill the intent of the
policies described in Section 9.0 of OPA 406, and reproduced in Section
4.0 of this report. Specifically, the proposal meets the intent of policies
regarding construction on or adjacent to properties on the Heritage
Register by ensuring that the proposed development incorporates
appropriate transitions in scale, and is compatible with adjacent identified
heritage properties.

Union Station HCD Plan
In summary, the proposed development respects the general size, shape
and scale of the features associated with adjacent identified heritage
properties, in addition to the historic and architectural characteristics
of the Union Station HCD as a whole. Further, the development proposal
meets the intent of specific HCD Plan guidelines regarding non-contributing
buildings and new construction in the district. Applicable policies can
be found in Sections 8.3.2 and 8.3.3 of the Union Station HCD Plan, and
are reproduced in Section 4.0 of this report.
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9

conservation strategy
As the Development site is not currently municipally recognized as a
heritage property, no conservation strategy is required.
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10 conclusion
This HIA finds that the proposed development conserves the described
cultural heritage value of the adjacent designated property at 60 Simcoe
Street (Roy Thomson Hall), as well as the contributing property at 156 Front
Street West, while conforming to the objectives and relevant guidelines
contained within the Union Station HCD Plan.
As the Development site does not contain any recognized heritage
resources, no further studies are required at this time.
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Project Personnel
Graeme Stewart, Principal, OAA MRAIC RPP MCIP CAHP
Graeme Stewart is a registered architect and planner and is a Principal
at ERA Architects. Graeme has been involved in numerous urban
design, cultural planning, conservation and architecture projects with
particular focus on neighbourhood design and regional sustainability.
Graeme was a key initiator of the Tower Renewal Project. This initiative
in modern heritage and community reinvestment examines the future
of Toronto’s remarkable stock of modern tower neighbourhoods in
collaboration with the United Way, City of Toronto, Province of Ontario,
University of Toronto, and other partners.
Graeme is also the co-editor of Concrete Toronto: A Guidebook to
Concrete Architecture from the Fifties to the Seventies. He is a regular
lecturer in the Toronto Area’s Universities and Colleges and has been
a sessional instructor at the Daniels Faculty of Architecture at the
University of Toronto. Graeme is a founding director of the Centre for
Urban Growth and Renewal (CUG+R), an urban research organization
formed by ERA and planningAlliance in 2009. In 2010, he was recipient
of an RAIC National Urban Design Award for his ongoing research
and design work related to Tower Renewal, and in 2014 received the
Jane Jacobs Prize.
Graeme has studied architecture in Canada and Germany and received
his Master of Architecture from the University of Toronto.
Julie Tyndorf, Associate, MCIP RPP CAHP
As an Associate with ERA Architects, Julie Tyndorf MCIP, RPP, CAHP,
engages in the field of heritage conservation through urban planning.
Her key areas of focus are on municipal heritage policies and the
heritage approvals process as they relate to new development. Julie
specializes in the interpretation and preparation of complex policy
and assessment documents, and works with property owners on the
adaptive reuse and rehabilitation of heritage buildings in evolving
urban environments.
In addition to her position at ERA, Julie is actively involved with the
School of Urban and Regional Planning at Ryerson University as a
sessional lecturer, as the past Chair of the Ryerson Planning Alumni
Association, and as a mentor to current students and recent grads
from Ryerson’s undergraduate and graduate-level planning programs.
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Julie is a member of the Canadian Institute of Planners, a Registered
Professional Planner with the Ontario Professional Planners Institute,
and a Professional Member of the Canadian Association of Heritage
Professionals.
Evan Manning, Project Manager, M.Pl.
Evan Manning, a project manager at ERA Architects, holds a Master’s
of Planning in Urban Development from Ryerson University. His work
with the preservation organization Dominion Modern imparted a
respect for our modern built heritage that guided the direction of his
graduate studies with particular focus on Toronto’s post-industrial
landscapes and post-war suburbs.
Brendan McCabe
Brendan holds a BA Urban Studies from the University of Calgary.
Before joining ERA Brendan helmed an NPO focused on the interloping
spheres of arts, identity, and the built environment in Calgary AB.
His passion and appreciation for the social fabric inherent to urban
life, in addition to his public engagement and teaching experiences
throughout Canada, inform both his planning theory and practice.
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HERITAGE IMPACT ASSESSMENT
TERMS OF REFERENCE
Study

Heritage Impact Assessment
Description

Updated October 2014
A Heritage Impact Assessment (HIA) is a study to evaluate the impact the proposed development
or site alteration will have on the cultural heritage resource(s) and to recommend an overall
approach to the conservation of the resource(s). This analysis, which must be prepared by a
qualified heritage conservation professional, will address properties identified in the City of
Toronto’s Inventory of Heritage Properties (which includes both listed and designated properties)
as well as any yet unidentified cultural heritage resource(s) found as part of the site assessment.
This study will be based on a thorough understanding of the significance and heritage attributes of
the cultural heritage resource(s), identify any impact the proposed development or site alteration
will have on the resource(s), consider mitigation options, and recommend a conservation strategy
that best conserves the resource(s) within the context of the proposed development or site
alteration.
The conservation strategy will apply conservation principles, describe the conservation work, and
recommend methods to avoid or mitigate negative impacts to the cultural heritage resource(s).
Minimal intervention should be the guiding principle for all work. Further, the conservation
strategy recommendations will be in sufficient detail to inform decisions and direct the
Conservation Plan.
Where there is the potential of impacting archaeological resources an Archaeological Assessment
will be undertaken as an additional study.

When
Required

A HIA is required for the following application types if the property is on the City of Toronto’s
Inventory of Heritage Properties:
 Official Plan Amendment
 Zoning By-law Amendment
 Plans of Subdivision
 Site Plan Control
A HIA may be required by staff for the following additional application types:
 Consent and/or Minor Variance and Building Permit applications for any property included on
the City of Toronto’s Inventory of Heritage Properties
 Where properties adjacent to a cultural heritage resource are subject to Official Plan
Amendment, Zoning By-law Amendment, Plans of Subdivision, Site Plan Control and/or
Consent and/or Minor Variance applications
 Heritage Permit applications for any property designated under Part IV (individual) or Part V
(Heritage Conservation District) of the Ontario Heritage Act

Rationale

The HIA will inform the review of an application involving a cultural heritage resource(s) included
on the City of Toronto’s Inventory of Heritage Properties. The rationale for the requirement to
provide an HIA arises from: the Ontario Heritage Act; Section 2(d) of the Planning Act; Section
2.6.3 of the Provincial Policy Statement (2005); Chapter 103: Heritage, City of Toronto Municipal
Code; and Section 3.1.5, Policies 1-13 of the City of Toronto’s Official Plan.
Format
The HIA will be broad in scope but provide sufficient detail to communicate the site issues and
inform the evaluation of the recommended conservation approach for the cultural heritage
resource(s). The study will be submitted in hard copy and PDF format.

Study

Heritage Impact Assessment
Updated October 2014
Principles
The HIA will apply appropriate conservation principles such as:
 The Parks Canada Standards and Guidelines for the Conservation of Historic Places in
Canada (2003);
 Ontario Ministry of Culture’s Eight Guiding Principles in the Conservation of Historic
Properties (1997);
 Ontario Ministry of Culture’s Heritage Conservation Principle’s for Land Use Planning
(2007); and
 Well Preserved: the Ontario Heritage Foundation’s Manual of Principles and Practice for
Architectural Conservation (1988).
Required
Contents /
Format

The HIA will include, but is not limited to, the following information:
(a) Introduction to Development Site
 A location plan indicating subject property (Property Data Map and aerial photo).
 A concise written and visual description of the site identifying significant features,
buildings, landscape and vistas.
 A concise written and visual description of the cultural heritage resource(s) contained
within the development site identifying significant features, buildings, landscape, vistas
and including any heritage recognition of the property (City of Toronto’s Inventory of
Heritage Properties, Ontario Heritage Properties Database, Parks Canada National
Historic Sites of Canada, and/or Canadian Register of Historic Places) with existing
heritage descriptions as available.
 A concise written and visual description of the context including adjacent heritage
properties and their recognition (as above), and any yet unidentified potential cultural
heritage resource(s).
 Present owner contact information.
(b) Background Research and Analysis
 Comprehensive written and visual research and analysis related to the cultural heritage
value or interest of the site (both identified and unidentified): physical or design, historical
or associative, and contextual.
 A development history of the site including original construction, additions and alterations
with substantiated dates of construction.
 Research material to include relevant historic maps and atlases, drawings, photographs,
sketches/renderings, permit records, land records, assessment rolls, City of Toronto
directories, etc.
(c) Statement of Significance
 A statement of significance identifying the cultural heritage value and heritage attributes
of the cultural heritage resource(s). This statement will be informed by current research
and analysis of the site as well as pre-existing heritage descriptions. This statement is to
follow the provincial guidelines set out in the Ontario Heritage Tool Kit.
 The statement of significance will be written in a way that does not respond to or
anticipate any current or proposed interventions. The City may, at its discretion and upon
review, reject or use the statement of significance, in whole or in part, in crafting its own
statement of significance (Reasons for Listing or Designation) for the subject property.
 Professional quality record photographs of the cultural heritage resource in its present
state.
(d) Assessment of Existing Condition
 A comprehensive written description and high quality color photographic documentation
of the cultural heritage resource(s) in its current condition.
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(e) Description of the Proposed Development or Site Alteration
 A written and visual description of the proposed development or site alteration.
(f) Impact of Development or Site Alteration
 An assessment identifying any impact the proposed development or site alteration may
have on the cultural heritage resource(s). Negative impacts on a cultural heritage
resource(s) as stated in the Ontario Heritage Tool Kit include, but are not limited to:
 Destruction of any, or part of any, significant heritage attributes or features
 Alteration that is not sympathetic, or is incompatible, with the historic fabric and
appearance
 Shadows created that alter the appearance of a heritage attribute or change the
viability of an associated natural feature or plantings, such as a garden
 Isolation of a heritage attribute from its surrounding environment, context or a
significant relationship
 Direct or indirect obstruction of significant views or vistas within, from, or of built
and natural features
 A change in land use (such as rezoning a church to a multi-unit residence) where the
change in use negates the property’s cultural heritage value
 Land disturbances such as a change in grade that alters soils, and drainage patterns
that adversely affect a cultural heritage resource, including archaeological resources
(g) Considered Alternatives and Mitigation Strategies
 An assessment of alternative options, mitigation measures, and conservation methods that
may be considered in order to avoid or limit the negative impact on the cultural heritage
resource(s). Methods of minimizing or avoiding a negative impact on a cultural heritage
resource(s) as stated in the Ontario Heritage Tool Kit include, but are not limited to:
 Alternative development approaches
 Isolating development and site alteration from significant built and natural features
and vistas
 Design guidelines that harmonize mass, setback, setting, and materials
 Limiting height and density
 Allowing only compatible infill and additions
 Reversible alterations
(h) Conservation Strategy
 The preferred strategy recommended to best protect and enhance the cultural heritage
value and heritage attributes of the cultural heritage resource(s) including, but not limited
to:
 A mitigation strategy including the proposed methods;
 A conservation scope of work including the proposed methods; and
 An implementation and monitoring plan.
 Recommendations for additional studies/plans related to, but not limited to: conservation;
site specific design guidelines; interpretation/commemoration; lighting; signage;
landscape; stabilization; additional record and documentation prior to demolition; and
long-term maintenance.
 Referenced conservation principles and precedents.
(i) Appendices
 A bibliography listing source materials used and institutions consulted in preparing the
HIA.
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Hyperlinks


City of Toronto’s Inventory of Heritage Properties - http://www.toronto.ca/heritagepreservation/heritage_properties_inventory.htm



Ontario Heritage Properties Database http://www.hpd.mcl.gov.on.ca/scripts/hpdsearch/english/default.asp



Parks Canada National Historic Sites of Canada - http://www.pc.gc.ca/progs/lhn-nhs/index_e.asp



Canadian Register of Historic Places http://www.historicplaces.ca/en/pages/register-repertoire/search-recherche.aspx



Parks Canada Standards and Guidelines for the Conservation of Historic Places in Canada http://www.historicplaces.ca/media/18072/81468-parks-s+g-eng-web2.pdf



Ontario Ministry of Culture’s Eight Guiding Principles in the Conservation of Historic
Properties- http://www.mtc.gov.on.ca/en/heritage/InfoSheet_8%20Guiding%20Principles.pdf



Ontario Ministry of Culture’s Heritage Conservation Principle’s for Land Use Planning –
http://www.mtc.gov.on.ca/en/heritage/InfoSheet_Principles%20for%20LandUse%20Planning.pdf



Ontario Heritage Tool Kit - -http://www.mtc.gov.on.ca/en/heritage/heritage_toolkit.shtml
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